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Robot Paradigms
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Robotics: General Background

•Autonomous, automaton
• self-willed (Greek, auto+matos)

• Robot
• Karel Capek in 1923 play R.U.R.

(Rossum’s Universal Robots)
• labor (Czech or Polish, robota)
• workman (Czech or Polish, robotnik)
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The Robot

The word robot was introduced in 1920 in a 
play by Karel Capek called R.U.R
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Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics

1. A robot may not injure a human being, 
or, through inaction, allow a human being 
to come to harm.

2. A robot must obey the orders given it by 
human beings except when such orders 
would conflict with the first law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as 
long as such protection does not conflict 
with the first or second law.

[Runaround, 1942]
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Electro

Westinghouse Motor Man, 1939
youtube

Presenter
Presentation Notes
lektro is the nickname of a robot built by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in its Mansfield, Ohio facility between 1937 and 1939. Seven feet tall (2.1 m), weighing 265 pounds (120.2 kg), humanoid in appearance, he could walk by voice command, speak about 700 words (using a 78-rpm record player), smoke cigarettes, blow up balloons, and move his head and arms. Elektro's body consisted of a steel gear, cam and motor skeleton covered by an aluminum skin. His photoelectric "eyes" could distinguish red and green light. He was on exhibit at the 1939 New York World's Fair and reappeared at that fair in 1940, with "Sparko", a robot dog that could bark, sit, and beg. "My brain is bigger than yours".

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T35A3g_GvSg
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Erica

Intelligent Conversational Android 2016

English Conversation

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7745086/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NTj88EdPtM
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Unimate robot arm - 1961
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Tesla assembly line, 2012
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Robotic Evolution

AIMA p. 901

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two general categories of robots. One is industrial manipulators, or factory robots. This is the oldest form of robots, originating with the need to safely assemble nuclear materials. Industrial manipulators are not situated agents, rather, with only a few exceptions, they are automatons. They are designed for rapid, accurate repetitious movements. Everything in the industrial manipulator’s workspace is fixed and parts presented in the correct posture, eliminating the need for external sensing. As result of this highly-engineered workspace, the focus in industrial manipulator research has been on control theory and deep mathematical methods, in particularly how to specify the joint movement to get the fastest repeatable trajectory. Only recently have industrial manipulator researchers begun adding sensors to reduced the need for fixturing. In general, industrial manipulators are not situated agents since they do not sense or reason about the world, only perform pre-programmed actions. The second category is mobile robotics. The mobile robotics tradition stems from the space program, where the key issues are how to send robots which can operate in environments that can only be estimated and make decisions in real-time rather than wait for the time delay in communicating with humans on Earth. As a result, the focus has been on artificial intelligence approaches rather than control theory, though the operation of a mobile robot involves control theory.The two approaches, industrial and mobile robots, are quite different. Industrial robots assume an engineered workplace while a mobile robot assumes that the even a well-modeled workplace may hold some surprises. Consider the problems explicitly modeling a living room in a house and then designing a robot that could cover all the floor space optimally. Such programming would have to be redone if the furniture changed, and the same device would not work in another house. By contrast, the Roomba mobile robot does not attempt to guarantee optimal coverage, only that the entire area will eventually be covered (using the AI principle of “satisficing”) and relies only on a fuzzy linguistic model of the world (“small room,” “medium room,” “large room”). As a result of the two divergent assumptions about the workplace, advances and successes in industrial manipulators generally has little impact on mobile robotics. Unfortunately, a mobile robot can be mobile without being autonomous or even automated. The challenges of dealing with an open world have often exceeded the current capabilities of AI methods. As a result, mobile robots such as the Packbot are teleoperated, where the human stays in control of the robot at all times. The teleoperator actively participates in the control. Teleoperation has significant disadvantages. First, the teleoperator is likely to make mistakes and have a relatively short attention span because of the lack of sensors, the general unnaturalness of controlling a robot with different eyes and a different shape leading to a lack of functional presence. Second, teleoperation often introduces time delays between when a command is given by the teleoperator, the command is executed, and the results are perceived. One approach to overcoming these disadvantages is to apply whatever technology is available. UAVs often fly using “fly by wire” since a human cannot physically respond and adjust control surfaces fast enough to keep the vehicle in flight. Instead, the human gives commands such as go up or bank left and the vehicle itself translates those commands into actual executable bits. “Fly by wire” control is engineered to a particular vehicle and is an example of the use of control theory in mobile robots. More advanced systems may automate more aspects, such as waypoint navigation. In UAVs, it is has been common practice to pre-program a drone to fly to different waypoints and return home. This type of pre-programming can be done using control theory where the UAV has access to GPS and air flow and pressure sensors to maintain speed and altitude, essentially the same as the auto-pilot in commercial airliners. What becomes harder and requires a human is to look for collisions and be on stand-by in case something goes wrong; these are the types of functions that AI attempts to address. 
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The physical grounding 
hypothesis

‘To build an intelligent system it is 
necessary to have its representations 
grounded in the physical world.’

i.e.:
‘The world is its own best model; 

its always exactly up to date and
contains always every detail there is to 
know.’ †

† Rodney A. Brooks, ‘Elephants Don’t Play Chess’, 
Robotics and Autonomous System 6 (1990).
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Trends in Robotics Research

Reactive Paradigm (mid-80’s)
• no models
• relies heavily on good sensing

Probabilistic Robotics (since mid-90’s)
• seamless integration of models and sensing
• inaccurate models, inaccurate sensors

Hybrids (since 90’s)
• model-based at higher levels
• reactive at lower levels

Classical Robotics (mid-70’s)
• exact models
• no sensing necessary
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Classical / Hierarchical Paradigm

• 70’s
• Focus on automated reasoning and knowledge 

representation
• STRIPS (Stanford Research Institute Problem 

Solver): Perfect world model, closed world 
assumption

• Find boxes and move them to designated position

Sense Plan Act
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Shakey ‘69

Stanford Research 
Institute
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Stanford CART ‘73

Stanford AI Laboratory / CMU (Moravec)
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Classical Paradigm
Stanford Cart

1. Take nine images of the environment, identify 
interesting points in one image, and use other 
images to obtain depth estimates.

2. Integrate information into global world model.
3. Correlate images with previous image set to 

estimate robot motion.
4. On basis of desired motion, estimated motion, 

and current estimate of environment, determine 
direction in which to move.

5. Execute the motion.
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Trends in Robotics Research

Reactive Paradigm (mid-80’s)
• no models
• relies heavily on good sensing

Probabilistic Robotics (since mid-90’s)
• seamless integration of models and sensing
• inaccurate models, inaccurate sensors

Hybrids (since 90’s)
• model-based at higher levels
• reactive at lower levels

Classical Robotics (mid-70’s)
• exact models
• no sensing necessary
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Reactive / Behavior-based Paradigm

Sense Act

• No models: The world is its own, best 
model

• Easy successes, but also limitations
• Investigate biological systems

• Best-known advocate: Rodney Brooks 
(MIT)
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Classical Paradigm as 
Horizontal/Functional  Decomposition

Sense Plan Act
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Reactive Paradigm as 
Vertical Decomposition

Build map

Avoid obstacles

Wander

Explore

ActionSensing

Environment
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Characteristics of Reactive 
Paradigm

• Situated agent, robot is integral part of the 
world.

• No memory, controlled by what is 
happening in the world.

• Tight coupling between perception and 
action via behaviors.

• Only local, behavior-specific sensing is 
permitted (ego-centric representation).
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Behaviors

• … are a direct mapping of sensory inputs to 
a pattern of motor actions that are then 
used to achieve a task.

• … serve as the basic building block for 
robotics actions, and the overall behavior 
of the robot is emergent.

• … support good software design principles 
due to modularity.
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Subsumption Architecture

• Introduced by Rodney Brooks ’86.
• Behaviors are networks of sensing and 

acting modules (augmented finite state 
machines AFSM).

• Modules are grouped into layers of 
competence.

• Layers can subsume lower layers.
• No internal state!
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Level 0: Avoid

Polar plot of sonars
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Level 1: Wander
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Level 2: Follow Corridor
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Potential Field Methodologies

• Treat robot as particle acting under the 
influence of a potential field

• Robot travels along the derivative of the 
potential

• Field depends on obstacles, desired travel 
directions and targets

• Resulting field (vector) is given by the 
summation of primitive fields

• Strength of field may change with distance 
to obstacle/target
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Primitive Potential Fields

Uniform Perpendicular

Attractive Repulsive Tangential
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Corridor following with 
Potential Fields
• Level 0 (collision avoidance) 

is done by the repulsive fields of detected 
obstacles.

• Level 1 (wander) 
adds a uniform field.

• Level 2 (corridor following) 
replaces the wander field by three fields 
(two perpendicular, one uniform).
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Characteristics of Potential Fields

•Suffer from local minima

• Backtracking
• Random motion to escape local minimum
• Procedural planner s.a. wall following
• Increase potential of visited regions
• Avoid local minima by harmonic functions

Goal
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Characteristics of Potential Fields

•No preference among layers

• Easy to visualize

• Easy to combine different fields

•High update rates necessary

• Parameter tuning important
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Reactive Paradigm

•Representations?

•Good software engineering principles?

• Easy to program?

•Robustness?

•Scalability?
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Discussion

• Imagine you want your robot to 
perform navigation tasks, which 
approach would you choose?

•What are the benefits of the reactive 
(behavior-based) paradigm? How 
about the deliberate (planning) 
paradigm?

•Which approaches will win in the long 
run?
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Trends in Robotics Research

Reactive Paradigm (mid-80’s)
• no models
• relies heavily on good sensing

Probabilistic Robotics (since mid-90’s)
• seamless integration of models and sensing
• inaccurate models, inaccurate sensors

Hybrids (since 90’s)
• model-based at higher levels
• reactive at lower levels

Classical Robotics (mid-70’s)
• exact models
• no sensing necessary
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Hybrid Deliberative/reactive 
Paradigm

Sense Act

• Combines advantages of previous paradigms
• World model used for planning
• Closed loop, reactive control

Plan
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The result: Finite State 
Automata
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FSM is a simplification of the 
world

† Sebastian Thrun ‘1996-2006 Autonomous Robots’, 50 years Artificial 
Intelligence Symposium, Bremen.
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† Sebastian Thrun ‘1996-2006 Autonomous Robots’, 50 years Artificial 

Intelligence Symposium, Bremen.

Searching for correlations in 
data
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Probabilistic Robotics
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